The time course and the distribution of visual attention are powerful measures for the evaluation of the usability of products. Eye tracking is thus an established method for evaluating websites, software ergonomy or modern cockpits for cars or airplanes. In most cases, however, the point of regard is measured on 2D products. This article presents work that uses an approach to measure the point of regard in 3D to generate 3D Attention Volumes as a qualitative 3D visualization of the distribution of visual attention. This visualization can be used to evaluate the design of virtual products in an immersive 3D setting, similar as heatmaps are used to assess the design of websites.
INTRODUCTION
For the design and evaluation of 3D virtual prototypes, information about the distribution of visual attention over the prototype could be beneficial in the same way as 2D attention maps are used today to assess the reception of websites or software interfaces. Questions that could be answered by this approach are: How to improve the guidance of visual attention afforded by the product? How can an interface be optimized to reduce visual clutter? How can warning signals be designed to attract visual attention in the right moment?
Based on measurements of visual attention on the virtual prototype, design decisions can be evaluated earlier in the development process. This article provides a short overview of methods to estimate and visualize the 3D point of regard. The genuine contribution to this line of research is a new visualization method, the 3D Attention Volumes, to provide visual feedback for the evaluation of the distribution of visual attention over a 3D product.
RELATED WORK
Using gaze for interaction with complex environments has already been envisioned by Bolt in 1981 [1] for 2D interfaces. Roetting, Goebel and Springer [8] measured visual attention in space with an offline process in experimental settings. Their approach, however, could only account for perspective changes on one axis semiautomatically and required the description of the geometry of the target object to classify the fixations in an object-centered manner.
First approaches -also object-centered -to measure visual attention in virtual reality used Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) [10, 3] . These systems also identified the 3D point of regard, i.e. the point fixated with the eyes, and the model of interest based on object geometries.
A drawback of the calculation of the 3D point of regard based on object geometries is, that the depth of the fixation cannot be de- * e-mail: tpfeiffe@techfak.uni-bielefeld.de Figure 1 : 3D Attention Volume aggregating the data of 10 observers. The volumes that received a higher amount of attention pop out more clearly using the volume-based rendering with color coding. The effect is even more intriguing when exploring the visualization interactively. For a discussion of the accuracy see [7] . termined correctly. Several situations are difficult to handle with this approach: overlapping objects, small objects in front of large objects (e.g. text), transparent objects, partial occlusions of the eye, mirroring surfaces or geometry shaders, which hide part of the object's geometry from intersection testing.
Holistic methods to estimate the 3D point of regard function without a geometric model. Instead, they integrate multiple information sources. One approach is the triangulation of the 3D point of regard based on at least two measured lines of gaze. These can be either provided by a binocular eye-tracking system [4, 7] , or by integrating over time [5] . The holistic methods estimate the 3D point of regard based on information of the observer only. This way the described disadvantages of geometry-based methods are avoided.
Once a 3D point of regard has been measured a visualization as 3D scanpath is straight forward. More advanced methods are, for example, object-centered visualizations. They colorize the target geometry with a color representing the level of attention (modelof-interest). More fine-grained details provide the surface-centered visualizations. Similar to a 2D heatmap they create specific textures representing the distribution of visual attention over the object [9] .
In the literature, all object-centered visualizations visualize information about 3D point of regards calculated by geometry-based algorithms. They are, however, not generally bound to this, as the coloration could also be determined by projecting holistically estimated point of regards onto the surfaces of the objects. A direct IEEE Virtual Reality 2012 4-8 March, Orange County, CA, USA 978-1-4673-1246-2/12/$31.00 ©2012 IEEE technique to visualize holistically estimated point of regards are the 3D Attention Volumes (see Figure 1 ) presented in this paper.
The analysis of the distribution of visual attention over a 3D virtual prototype should have the same benefits for assessing usability and ergonomics as the 2D approaches have which are used today by many usability professionals. Besides using this technique for an offline optimization process of products, it could also be used online in the digital design review process to transport the knowledge about the current attention of the interlocutors in a distributed virtual reality environment [2] .
3D ATTENTION VOLUMES
For demonstration, we recorded the visual attention of 10 observers over a construct of small target objects with sizes of about 2 to 4 cm. The participants were asked to look at some target objects in a specific pattern. The 3D point of regards were measured using a holistic approach [7] . Based on this data, we created the sample 3D Attention Volume visualization depicted in Figure 1 .
Our proposed function for creating the 3D Attention Volumes uses a continuous weighting function 3DAV ( x). This weighting function realizes a Gaussian distribution around the measured 3D point of regard. The Gaussian distribution models the acuity around the visual axis. In addition, the distribution is slightly distorted in depth, by taking the opening angle of the area of high visual acuity into account for every single point in space, thus the distribution gets broader the more distant it is from the observing eye.
(1) with d(t) : amplification factor depending on the duration p POR : 3D point of regard p eye : 3D position of the observing eye σ ( p eye , x) : std. deviation models area of high visual acuity
The function 3DAV ( x) assigns a value to each point in space which represents the visual attention that has been spent on this point. The amplification factor d(t) amplifies the distribution depending on the duration of the fixation. Longer durations will lead to higher amplitudes of the Gaussian function.
Aggregated visualizations of 3D Attention Volumes for multiple fixations and participants can be created by integrating over all the 3D Attention Volumes for the individual fixations and normalizing the values afterwards. The 3D Attention Volumes can then be visualized using volume rendering techniques (see Fig. 1 ). Following the color-coding of the established 2D heatmaps, levels of high visual attentions are given a red shading and less warmth colors are used to shade lower levels of visual attention.
As the 3D Attention Volume models are independent of perspective, they can be rendered from different views and thus allow for the creation of tracking shots for offline viewing. The volumerendering approach also does not require the knowledge about or the presence of object geometries. It can thus be used together with all kinds of methods to estimate the 3D point of regards. In particular, 3D Attention Volumes can even be used to depict visual attention on real 3D products [6] . Knowledge about the geometries, however, could be used to increase the visual quality of the rendering, for example, to correctly consider partial occlusions of 3D Attention Volumes by foreground objects.
CONCLUSION
Starting point was the reflection that the evaluation of ergonomy and usability of virtual 3D prototypes based on the distribution of visual attention could bring similar benefits as for 2D products. The established methods for measuring visual attention, however, are restricted to 2D stimuli. After a review of different methods to assess the 3D point of regard and a presentation of the current state of the art concerning visualizations of visual attention, 3D Attention Volumes were introduced as alternative model and visualization.
The 3D Attention Volumes are a generalization of the established attention map models for 2D content and surface-based visualizations. In contrast to them, however, 3D Attention Volumes do not require object intersections (2D plane or 3D object geometry) and are thus not affected by the problems mentioned earlier.
Using volume-based rendering, 3D Attention Volumes can be visualized interactively as an overlay on the virtual prototype. Together with the 3D scanpaths and the object-and surface-based visualizations there are now pendants for all of the established 2D visualizations of visual attention available to assess visual attention in 3D space.
Advances can be expected from a more fine-grained modeling of the 3D extension of the volume of visual high acuity. The presented model approximates this volume roughly using a Gaussian distribution, which is comparable to the approximations used for 2D heatmaps. The reality, however, is much more complex.
In practice, methodical aspects play an important role. The 3D attention tracking system should be easy and fast to setup and calibrate. In addition, it should support long interaction periods without interceptions by re-calibrations or drift corrections of the gear. In 3D scenarios, however, the user will naturally move around -in contrast to the 2D condition where the users remain seated and rather motionless in front of a computer screen. Thus while the chain of tools and methods for assessing visual attention in 3D space is now complete, it would require several more iterations to make it as convenient to operate as the 2D attention analysis tools of today.
